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Abstract
Background

Direct super�cial temporal artery (STA) to middle cerebral artery (MCA) anastomosis combined with indirect pial
synangiosis provides favorable surgical collaterals for Moyamoya disease (MMD), especially in adults; however,
factors leading to the development of each direct and indirect collateral are not well documented.

Objective

To investigate the association between RNF213 founder polymorphism (p.R4810K) and each direct and indirect
collateral development.

Methods

By qualitative and quantitative evaluations of direct and indirect surgical collaterals using time-of-�ight MR
angiography, postoperative development of each type of bypass was evaluated independently into two
categories. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to study the contributing factors for the
development of each surgical collateral.

Results

Excellent development of postoperative direct and indirect bypass was observed in 65 hemispheres (70%) by
qualitative evaluation, which was con�rmed by quantitative evaluation. Multivariate logistic regression analysis
of excellent indirect bypass development revealed a signi�cant positive correlation with the p.R4810K (odds
ratio, OR4.0; 95%-con�dence interval, CI 1.2-16), advanced MR angiographic stage (OR9.5; 95%CI 1.7-73), and
preoperative middle meningeal artery caliber (OR6.8; 95%CI 1.8-35), but a signi�cant negative correlation was
found with the excellent direct bypass development (OR0.17; 95%CI 0.03-0.75). No signi�cant correlation was
observed between excellent direct bypass development and the p.R4810K (OR0.95; 95%CI 0.37-2.4).

Conclusion

Excellent development of indirect collaterals after STA-MCA anastomosis combined with indirect pial
synangiosis occurs more frequently in adult MMD with the RNF213 founder polymorphism, suggesting a role of
the p.R4810K variant for marked in-growth of indirect collaterals and the utility of preoperative genetic analysis.

Introduction
Moyamoya disease (MMD) is characterized by progressive stenosis of the terminal portion of the internal carotid
arteries, accompanied by the formation of abnormally dilated, fragile perforators at the base of the brain. [6, 17,
28, 30] Direct super�cial temporal artery (STA) to middle cerebral artery (MCA) anastomosis is accepted
worldwide as the primary treatment of choice aiming at improving cerebral blood �ow and surgical
revascularization for symptomatic ischemic and hemorrhagic presentations of MMD. [16, 24] While direct STA-
MCA anastomosis offers the advantage of immediate revascularization, indirect bypass effectively induces the
in-growth of new collaterals to the underlying cerebral cortex overtime. [17, 28] In the combined setting using
both direct and indirect bypass, the advantages of both bypass procedures are expected, with a perioperative
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stroke risk of 4.7% per surgery but a favorable long term clinical outcome. [14, 19] Several studies demonstrated
a reciprocal relationship between the direct and indirect bypass with a wider extent of surgical revascularization
in the context of a combined setting. [1, 2, 33, 34] Very recently, the association between a RNF213 founder
mutation for east Asian MMD (p.R4810K) [13, 21] and postoperative development of surgical collaterals has
been demonstrated,[27] however, it is still obscure for which type of surgical collateral (i.e., direct or indirect or
both?) the RNF213 founder mutation is responsible.

The extent of revascularization after Moyamoya bypass surgery is traditionally examined by catheter carotid
angiography. [2, 22] In the early 2000s, Yoon et al.[35] and Honda et al.[22] reported the usefulness of magnetic
resonance (MR) angiography to evaluate the development of the external carotid artery tributaries, including the
STA, middle meningeal artery (MMA), and deep temporal artery (DTA) after direct and/or indirect bypass surgery
for MMD. Recent studies using time-of-�ight (TOF) MR angiography or its source image provided insights into
the discernable and sequential roles in direct and/or indirect bypass in MMD. [1, 34] To comprehensively
investigate the clinical and genetic factors associated with the induction of each direct and indirect surgical
collaterals, we retrospectively examined our institutional records and MR angiography for adult patients
undergoing combined direct/indirect bypass for MMD. 

Materials And Methods
Below are the main methods necessary to comprehend the results. Details were provided in the online-only
supplementary information.

Study Population

This study included all adult MMD patients (>16 years of age at the surgery) who consented to genetic analysis
and underwent repeat MR imaging within 3 years after combined direct/indirect bypass [9, 18] between 2005
and 2019 at our hospital. quasi-MMD was excluded. The Houkin MR angiographical stage/grading system was
used to stratify the angiographical stage of MMD (ranging 1 to 4 [most advanced]). [10] Cerebrovascular
reactivity to acetazolamide was evaluated quantitatively as previously reported. [33] In accordance with an
institutional review board-approved protocol (number14-053), medical records were retrospectively reviewed to
gather demographic information, age at the surgery, symptoms at presentation, comorbid conditions before
surgery, and results of radiographic studies (Please see supplementary table 1).

Evaluation of the Postoperative Development of Direct and Indirect Surgical Collaterals by MR angiography

Evaluation of the postoperative development of direct and indirect surgical collaterals was performed
qualitatively and quantitatively using TOF MR angiography and its source images, respectively, by a previously
reported protocol with minor modi�cations [33, 34]. In brief, MR angiography at two time points acquired before
and 6 to 36 months after surgery were reviewed and compared by neurosurgeons (M. I. and T.S.) blinded to the
results of genetic testing. For qualitative evaluation, [33] postoperative development of each direct and indirect
surgical collaterals were dichotomized into excellent or not, respectively. Thus, the development of direct surgical
collaterals was evaluated by the development of the STA, while that of indirect surgical collaterals was evaluated
by the development of the MMA and DTA. For quantitative evaluation, we reviewed MR angiography source
images and measured the calibers of the STA, MMA, and DTA as previously reported.[34] The caliber change
ratios (CCRs) of post to preoperative calibers were calculated for each artery.
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Genetic Analysis of the RNF213 founder polymorphism (p.R4810K)

Written-informed consent was received for genetic analysis from MMD patients or their guardians. In accordance
with the institutional review board-approved protocol, genetic analysis was conducted at the Department of
Neurosurgery of Hokkaido University by K.T. and R.T. who were blinded to clinical data. Taqman single nucleotide
polymorphism genotyping assay was employed to determine the allele type for RNF213 founder mutation
(p.R4810K).

Data Analysis

Continuous or rank variables were described as the mean or median with standard deviation or range.
Dichotomous or categorical variables were expressed as the ratio or frequency. Continuous or rank variables
were compared between two groups by the unpaired-t test or Mann-Whitney test. Dichotomous or categorical
variables were compared by Fisher’s exact test. For multiple comparisons, two-way repeated measures or
ordinary analysis of variance followed by a post-hoc test was used, as appropriate. To assess the correlation
between the excellent development of each surgical collateral and multiple clinical and genetic variables,
multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed using the stepwise forward parameter selection that
achieved signi�cance levels of P <0.1 in the univariate analysis. All clinical and genetic factors for the
multivariate analysis are listed in the main Tables. The level of signi�cance was set at P <0.05. GraphPad Prism
(version 9.1.1, San Diego, CA, USA) was used for these analyses.

Results
Study Population

During the study period, 110 adult patients with 160 hemispheres underwent STA-MCA anastomosis combined
with indirect pial synangiosis using vascularized tissue, including dura mater and temporal muscle. Of these, 48
were excluded from analysis due to lack of genetic testing, missing follow-up MR imaging within 6 to 36 months
after surgery, or the diagnosis of quasi-MMD (n=43, 2, and 3 patients, respectively). Consequently, 62 patients
(56%) with 93 operated hemispheres (58%) were included in the analysis: 47 female and 15 male patients with
an average age of 42 years. RNF213 founder mutation (p.R4810K) was detected in 40 patients (65%) with 59
hemispheres (63%) in this series (Figure 1A). There was no signi�cant difference in baseline characteristics
between RNF213-mutant (MT) and -wild type (WT) groups, except in familial occurrence and a comorbid
condition of hypertension (Supplementary Table. 2). A representative patient who was a heterozygote for the
RNF213 founder mutation is shown in Figure 1B-E.

Qualitative and Quantitative MR Angiography Evaluations

Of all 93 hemispheres enrolled in this study, excellent development of postoperative direct and indirect surgical
collaterals was observed in 65 (70%) after the combined bypass with a mean follow-up period of 319±140 days
by qualitative evaluation. In terms of the relationship of the postoperative development between direct and
indirect bypass, dual/equal development was most frequently observed (62% of the operated hemisphere). Thus,
postoperative direct- (STA) or indirect- (MMA and/or DTA) dominant development was observed in 44 and 14
hemispheres, respectively, when evaluated in the above-mentioned follow-up period. By quantitative MR
angiography evaluation of all 93 hemispheres, a signi�cant increase was observed in the caliber of the STA after
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surgery (pre: 1.8±0.35 mm; post: 2.5±0.65 mm, P<0.0001). The caliber of the MMA and DTA also signi�cantly
increased (pre: 1.6±0.44 mm; post: 1.8±0.50 mm, P<0.0001 in MMA; pre: 0.98±0.33 mm; post: 1.6±0.60 mm,
P<0.0001, respectively). The CCR of post to preoperative-calibers for the STA was signi�cantly higher (1.5±0.42
vs 1.0±0.28, P<0.0001) in the excellent direct bypass development group than in the non-excellent group. The
CCRs for the DTA (2.0±0.89 vs 1.2±0.53, P<0.0001) and MMA (1.3±0.31 vs 1.0±0.29, P=0.042) were also
signi�cantly higher in the excellent indirect bypass development group.

We further analyzed the association between direct or indirect bypass development and RNF213 founder
polymorphism (p.R4810K). Of note, excellent indirect bypass development was observed more frequently in the
RNF213-MT group (78%, 46/59 hemispheres) than in the RNF213-WT group (56%, 19/34 hemispheres), with a
signi�cant difference (P = 0.035) (Figure 2A). Excellent direct bypass development was observed in 40/59
hemispheres (68%) and 24/34 hemispheres (71%) of the RNF213-MT and -WT groups, respectively, with no
signi�cant difference (P = 0.82). Multiple comparisons of the CCRs demonstrated a signi�cant difference in the
DTA, but not in the STA or MMA, between the two groups (Figure 2B). Thus, the CCR for the DTA was signi�cantly
higher in the RNF213-MT group (1.9±1.0) than in the RNF213-WT group (1.4±0.52, P=0.0007). 

Factors Correlated with Excellent Development of Indirect and Direct Collaterals After Combined Bypass

To identify clinical and genetic factors that may underlie excellent revascularization after combined bypass in
adult MMD, we examined which factors correlated with the excellent development of indirect and direct
collaterals (Table 1 and 2). Multivariate logistic regression analysis for excellent indirect bypass development
revealed a signi�cant positive correlation with RNF213 founder mutation (adjusted odds ratio (OR), 4.0),
advanced MR angiographic stage (adjusted OR, 13 in stage 3; 9.5 in stage 4), and preoperative caliber of the
MMA (adjusted OR, 6.8), whereas a signi�cant negative correlation was noted with excellent direct bypass
development (adjusted OR, 0.17). On the other hand, no signi�cant correlation was observed between excellent
direct bypass development and RNF213 founder mutation. Multivariate logistic regression analysis for excellent
direct bypass development revealed a signi�cant negative correlation with excellent indirect bypass development
(adjusted OR, 0.23) and the comorbid condition of dyslipidemia (adjusted OR, 0.27). Please see supplementary
�gure 1 and 2 supporting these results.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the �rst study to demonstrate that the RNF213 gene polymorphism (p.R4810K) plays a
role in the postoperative development of indirect, but not direct surgical collaterals after direct STA-MCA
anastomosis combined with indirect pial synangiosis for adult patients with MMD. We were able to document
this relationship by qualitative and quantitative evaluation of repeated TOF MR angiography during the short to
mid-term follow-up period (6 to 36 months after surgery). Although evaluation of calibers of donor and recipient
arteries by MR angiography rather than catheter angiography is suboptimal, the usefulness of TOF MR
angiography for the evaluation of the external carotid artery tributaries after Moyamoya bypass surgery has been
validated by several researchers either in a direct,[8] indirect [35] or combined bypass setting.[34] Our observation
is consistent with previously published studies that favorable development of both bypass types over time is
most frequent after combined direct and indirect bypass in adult MMD.[1, 33, 34] 
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To further determine key factors responsible for indirect and direct bypass development, respectively, we focused
on signi�cant clinical and genetic factors correlating with the excellent postoperative development of surgical
collaterals by multivariate logistic regression analyses. We identi�ed a panel of excellent revascularization-
related factors for each indirect and direct bypass development after combined bypass for adult MMD (main
Tables). Of note, 1) p.R4810K variant, 2) preoperative advanced MR angiographical stage, and 3) preoperative
larger caliber of the MMA were positively, and 4) postoperative excellent direct bypass development was
negatively correlated with excellent indirect bypass development. This is partly current knowledge. Thus,
advanced angiographical stage, preoperative trans-dural collateral vessels (i.e., MMA), and heterozygous
p.R4810K variant are known radiographic and genetic biomarkers of the increased capacity of postoperative
surgical collateral production. [27, 29] In addition to the current knowledge, our study suggests signi�cant
correlation between p.R4810K and excellent indirect, but not direct bypass development after combined bypass,
although its underlying mechanism is unclear based on our study, which is brie�y discussed below. Thus, it
remains unclear how p.R4810K plays a pathological role in MMD (i.e., why earlier disease onset, higher disease
severity, [15, 25] and prolonged/delayed cerebral hyperperfusion after STA-MCA anastomosis [31] occur more
frequently in MMD with the RNF213 founder mutation?). Earlier experimental studies reported that cellular gene
expression analysis of RNF213 in adult human tissues revealed markedly high expression in immune tissues
such as the spleen and leukocytes.[13, 23] Genome-wide plasma/serum microRNA pro�ling [5, 12, 32] revealed a
panel of signi�cant MMD-related plasma/serum microRNAs whose target genes were involved in in�ammatory
or angiogenesis-related molecular pathways. Bidirectional major pathways that are in�uential in the
in�ammatory response potentially causing collateral formation in MMD are 1) the anti-in�ammatory cytokine
pathway and 2) proin�ammatory cytokine pathway activating RNF213. Fujimura et al. (2018) recently showed
increased serum production of soluble CD163 and CXCL5 in MMD patients, suggesting the involvement of
intrinsic M2 macrophage-related immune reactions.[7] The immune responses associated with angiogenesis are
promoted by M2 macrophages and angiogenic mediators are activated through these anti-in�ammatory
cytokines.[23] Ohkubo et al. (2015) reported that pro-in�ammatory cytokines activated transcription of RNF213
both in vitro and in vivo. p.R4810K variant was more likely linked to the functional de�ciency of the RNF213 gene
based on markedly high matrix metalloproteinase production upon experimental silencing of RNF213.[26] Bang
et al. (2016) reported a marked increase in the blood caveolin-1 level in RNF213 founder mutation carriers.[3] As
caveolin-1 negatively regulates proliferation of endothelial cells, but positively regulates endothelial angiogenic
function such as tube formation,[20] the increased caveolin-1 levels may accelerate angiogenesis in MMD
patients. In vivo experimental study demonstrated increased angiogenesis in mice lacking RNF213 after chronic
hind-limb ischemia, [11] suggesting a role of RNF213 abnormality in the development of pathological vascular
networks in chronic ischemia. Taken together, our observation of marked angiogenesis represented by excellent
indirect bypass development in adult MMD patients with P.R4810K variant can be explained bidirectionally by the
loss-of-function (i.e., marked angiogenesis by lacking RNF213 gene function) and gain-of-function (i.e., marked
angiogenesis through RNF213 mutation) mechanisms of the RNF213 gene, which is the next question to be
addressed.

Another novel �nding demonstrated in this study is that the comorbid condition of dyslipidemia was negatively
correlated with excellent direct bypass development. Recently, Church and Steinberg et al. (2020) reported an
association between hyperlipidemia and radiological progression of unilateral type to bilateral type in MMD, with
possible explanations including synergistic effects of increased lipids in the underlying moyamoya vasculopathy
and the inadvertent inclusion of cerebral atherosclerotic disease in the study population.[4] One possible
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explanation for our �nding may also be the inadvertent involvement of atherosclerosis in our MMD patients,
which leads to a poorer condition of both the donor and recipient arterial wall, resulting in poor long-term
patency.

Limitation

Our study is limited by the following several points. First, our study did not include pediatric subgroup of MMD.
As we previously reported that almost all (95%) pediatric MMD exhibited effective indirect revascularization after
combined bypass,[33] we only investigated adult MMD in this study. Second, catheter angiography follow-up
was not available in the most bypass surgeries in this study, although measurement of vessel calibers by
catheter angiography is optimal. Last, consistent hemodynamic evaluations were not available for all patients
using single-photon emission computed tomography or positron emission tomography. We do not consider these
limitations to affect the interpretation of the results, but further studies are warranted.

Conclusions
We found that the excellent development of postoperative indirect pial synangiosis after combined direct and
indirect bypass occurs more frequently in adult MMD patients with the RNF213 founder mutation (p.R4810K)
allele. This con�rms a novel clinical role of the RNF213 founder polymorphism in the marked angiogenesis via
indirect pial synangiosis in adult patients with MMD, and suggests the utility of preoperative genetic analysis for
RNF213 polymorphism in MMD.
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TABLE 1 Correlation of Postoperative Indirect bypass development with Clinical and Genetic Variables
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Indirect bypass
development

Unadjusted Adjusted

Variables Excellent Non-
excellent

Odds Ratio

(95% CI)

P
value

Odds
Ratio

 (95%
CI)

P
value

  (n = 65) (n = 28)       

RNF213
founder
polymorphism,
A/G

 46/65
(71%)

13/28
(46%)

2.8 (1.1 to
7.1)

0.028 4.0 (1.2
to 16)

0.034

Age, y, mean,
SD

41 ± 11 43 ± 9.5 0.98 (0.94
to 1.0)

0.46

Sex, Male  13/65
(20%)

8/28 (29%) 0.63 (0.23
to 1.8)

0.37    

Familial
occurrence

23/65
(35%)

7/28 (25%) 1.6 (0.63 to
4.7)

0.33

Hemisphere,
Left

 33/65(51%) 12/28
(43%)

1.4 (0.57 to
3.4)

0.48    

Clinical
presentation

Ischemia 45/65
(69%)

17/28
(61%)

1.5 (0.57 to
3.7)

0.43

Hemorrhage 5/65 (7.7%) 5/28 (18%) 0.38 (0.10
to 1.5)

0.16

MR
angiographical
stage

2 (reference) 12/65
(18%)

18/28
(64%)

-  - - -

 3 34/65
(52%)

7/28 (25%) 7.3 (2.5 to
23)

0.0004 13 (3.4
to 62)

0.0004

 4 19/65
(29%)

3/28 (11%) 9.5 (2.6 to
47)

0.0019 9.5 (1.7
to 73)

0.017

PCA
involvement

17/65
(26%)

1/28(3.6%) 9.6 (1.8 to
177)

0.033 4.1 (0.48
to 92)

0.25

Co-morbidities Hypertension 20/65
(31%)

10/28
(36%)

0.80 (0.32
to 2.1)

0.64    

 Diabetes
mellitus

4/65 (6.3%) 2/28
(7.1%)

0.85 (0.16
to 6.4)

0.86    

 Dyslipidemia 12/65
(19%)

1/28
(3.6%)

6.1 (1.1 to
114)

0.09 12 (1.3
to 278)

0.052

Decreased cerebrovascular
reserve

24/40
(60%)

9/17 (53%) 1.3 (0.42 to
4.2)

0.62

(10% or less)
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Direct bypass development,
Excellent

40/65
(62%)

25/28
(89%)

0.19 (0.043
to 0.62)

0.013 0.17
(0.03 to
0.75)

0.029

Preoperative donor artery
diameter

mm, mean, SD STA 1.8 ± 0.36 1.9 ± 0.32 0.83 (0.23
to 3.0)

0.78

MMA 1.6 ± 0.45 1.4 ± 0.40 3.9 (1.3 to
14)

0.023 6.8 (1.8
to 35)

0.010

DTA 1.0 ± 0.36 0.95 ± 0.34 1.6 (0.41 to
6.7)

0.50

BA 3.0 ± 0.47 3.1 ± 0.61 0.67 (0.27
to 1.6)

0.36

Days after bypass for the
assessment

305 ± 127 350 ± 167 1.0 (1.0 to
1.0)

0.17    

Abbreviations: RNF213, ring �nger protein 213; CI, con�dence interval; SD, standard deviation; PCA, posterior
cerebral artery; STA, super�cial temporal artery; MMA, middle meningeal artery; DTA, deep temporal artery; BA,
basilar artery

TABLE 2 Correlation of Postoperative Direct bypass development with Clinical and Genetic Variables
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Direct bypass
development

Unadjusted Adjusted

Variables Excellent Non-
excellent

Odds Ratio

(95% CI)

P
value

Odds Ratio
(95% CI)

P
value

  (n = 65) (n = 28)       

RNF213
founder
polymorphism,
A/G

 41/65
(63%)

18/28
(64%)

0.95 (0.37
to 2.4)

0.91   

Age, y, mean,
SD

42 ± 9.9 42 ± 11 1.0 (0.96 to
1.0)

0.93

Sex, Male  15/65
(23%)

6/28
(21%)

1.1 (0.39 to
3.4)

0.86    

Familial
occurrence

21/65
(32%)

9/28
(32%)

1.0 (0.40 to
2.7)

0.99

Hemisphere,
Left

 33/65
(51%)

12/28
(43%)

1.4 (0.57 to
3.4)

0.48    

Clinical
presentation

Ischemia 42/65
(65%)

20/28
(71%)

0.71 (0.26
to 1.8)

0.52

Hemorrhage 7/65
(11%)

3/28
(11%)

1.0 (0.26 to
5.0)

0.99

MR
angiographical
stage

2 (reference) 23/65
(35%)

7/28
(25%)

-  -   

 3 28/65
(43%)

13/28
(46%)

0.66 (0.22
to 1.9)

0.44    

 4 14/65
(22%)

8/28
(29%)

0.53 (0.15
to 1.8)

0.31    

PCA
involvement

11/65
(17%)

7/28(25%) 0.61 (0.21
to 1.9)

0.37

Co-morbidities Hypertension 21/65
(32%)

9/28
(32%)

1.0 (0.40 to
2.7)

0.99    

 Diabetes
mellitus

3/65
(4.6%)

3/28
(11%)

0.40 (0.07
to 2.3)

0.29    

 Dyslipidemia 5/65
(7.7%)

8/28
(29%)

0.21 (0.057
to 0.70)

0.012 0.27 (0.073 to
0.93)

0.042

Decreased cerebrovascular
reserve

20/39
(51%)

13/18
(72%)

0.40 (0.11
to 1.3)

0.14

(10% or less)

Indirect bypass development,
Excellent

40/65
(62%)

25/28
(89%)

0.19 (0.043
to 0.62)

0.013 0.23 (0.05 to
0.77)

0.029

Preoperative donor artery
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diameter

mm, mean, SD STA 1.8 ±
0.32

1.9 ± 0.36 1.2 (0.35 to
4.6)

0.75

MMA 1.5 ±
0.32

1.6 ± 0.49 1.9 (0.67 to
5.7)

0.24

DTA 0.98 ±
0.30

0.98 ±
0.34

1.1 (0.27 to
4.2)

0.94

BA 3.1 ±
0.51

3.0 ± 0.52 0.79 (0.33
to 1.9)

0.60

Days after bypass for the
assessment

307 ±
105

323 ± 154 1.0 (1.0    
to 1.0)

0.61    

Abbreviations: RNF213, ring �nger protein 213; CI, con�dence interval; SD, standard deviation; PCA, posterior
cerebral artery; 

STA, super�cial temporal artery; MMA, middle meningeal artery; DTA, deep temporal artery; BA,
basilar artery

Figures

Figure 1

Flow chart for inclusion of the study subjects and representative MR angiography of a study subject before and
after combined direct/indirect bypass (A) Flow chart shows the breakdown of inclusion and exclusion of the
study subjects. (B-E) MR angiography of a 49-year-old female with Moyamoya disease obtained before and 6
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months after left combined direct and indirect bypass. Preoperative axial time-of-�ight MR angiography with
maximal intensity projection (MIP) reconstruction (B) and its source image (C) of a 49-year-old MMD female with
the RNF213 founder polymorphism (A/G genotype) showed the left super�cial temporal artery (STA, double
arrows) and middle meningeal artery (MMA, dotted arrows). The deep temporal artery was hardly seen in MIP or
its source images preoperatively. (D, E) Follow-up MR angiography obtained 6 months after left STA-MCA
anastomosis combined with encephalo-duro-myo-arterio-pericranio-synangiosis demonstrated excellent
development of postoperative direct (STA) and indirect (MMA and DTA) surgical collaterals.

Figure 2

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of postoperative direct and indirect collateral development using time-of-
�ight magnetic resonance angiography (A) Interleaved bar graph showing the results of qualitative analysis of
the axial time-of-�ight MR angiography with maximal intensity projection (MIP) reconstruction before and after
combined bypass to evaluate the development of postoperative indirect and direct collaterals in adult MMD. ns,
not signi�cant; *P <0.05, Fisher’s exact test. (B) Interleaved scatterplot with bars showing the caliber change
ratios for the super�cial temporary artery (STA), deep temporal artery (DTA), and middle meningeal artery (MMA)
from quantitative analysis of the source images of MR angiography before and after combined bypass in adult
MMD. ns, not signi�cant; ***P <0.001, two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni multiple comparison.
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